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From the Left Seat 

 

Shift Left 

 

Last month I was discussing how a confluence of factors is driving up the cost of planes at a dispro-
portionate rate. A new Cirrus SR22T is selling for around $1.3M, similarly priced to a new Beechcraft 
Bonanza. For most of us, that’s a lot of money. Yet, the SR22 series is the number one selling GA 
aircraft year after year since 2003, not just the best selling single-engine piston but the best selling 
non-commercial aircraft.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Legacy aircraft manufacturers use thousands of hours of labor per unit, yet they are in a steep spiral 
because they are not able to correct for the over-banking tendencies. Even reducing their margins, 
their cost structure is so high and the market so small, their selling price puts them at a disadvantage, 
they cannot get enough volume to justify retooling and automating their production line. And, for most manufacturers, the 
prospect of bringing a new type to market requires millions of dollars and many years before the first copy is sold, that is 
a difficult sale to the investment committee.  

 

Congress, coached by AOPA, EAA, NBAA, and others, discovered the obvious: regulations require a Cessna 172 to 
meet the certification requirements of a Gulfstream G650. In 2013, Congress passed the Small Aircraft Revitalization Act 
(SARA) and it was signed into law in November. It required the FAA to adopt the recommendations of the "Part 23 Re-
organization Aviation Rulemaking Committee" containing changes to modernize regulations on small aircraft. The law 
was supposed to reduce the excessive costs of certifying an aircraft type, and perhaps even more important, the entire 
eco-system of OEM and aftermarket equipment. The law required the FAA to implement new regulations for aircraft 
4,000 pounds and less by 2015. 

 

The FAA never implemented the law and Congress or the Executive branch never did anything to enforce it. So, years 
later, perhaps with some threats, the FAA tweaked regulations around the edges and created “Non-Required Safety     
Enhancing Equipment” (NORSEE) and a new approval process for equipment that is not required by any Federal regu-
lation but may be approved if the manufacturer can prove it provides a measurable increase in aircraft safety. Angle-of-
attack indicators were the first in this category, and for most GA aircraft, one may have an AOA instrument installed that 
does not require an STC. NTSB has a new campaign for owners of GA aircraft to install carbon monoxide alarms. I am a 
big believer in that idea, however, a panel-mounted CO alarm on an aircraft will still cost over $600 plus a few hours of 
an aircraft mechanic’s time. For comparison, a couple of months ago I bought a brand name, top-of-the-line home CO 
(and natural gas) monitor for under $50 that is UL listed. So much for NORSEE affordability.  

 

However, for the vast majority of equipment, it still requires a Supplemental Type Certification (STC) with the mountain of 
paperwork and all the attendant costs. Looking at modernizing the panel on my own plane, because of SARA, the Gar-
min G3X experimental primary and multifunction instruments are available, could save me $10-15k over the cost of a 
G500 model. And now for the rest of the story, the estimate for a Garmin G3X dual panel system, a GTN750, ADS-B in/
out,    engine instrument senders and probes, a digital autopilot, etc., was $125k! The STC system is completely broken; 
Dynon has spent more than six years and can’t get an STC for their autopilot for most of the small aircraft that are 4,000 
and   under, including mine.  

 

I learned to fly and bought an airplane so I didn’t have to endure the TSA groin grope. So, is there some way around 
FAA’s disdain for small aircraft? 

 

Well, amazingly, yes there is. There is a whole category of aircraft called “experimental amateur built” (E-AB) aircraft.   
The United States is perhaps singular in our freedom to build aircraft and take advantage of the immense latitude avail-
able to experimenters who build aircraft that are used for non-commercial, recreational purposes such as education or 
personal use. Yet, this is perhaps the most underutilized freedom aviators have available to ourselves. And this interests 
me because I have been wondering for the past several years why I am still flying a Part 23 aircraft with all the incum-
bent costs and ancient technology like magnetos; I can’t even swap the incandescent light bulb for a plug-compatible 
modern LED bulb. 

 

                     …………………...Continued on page 6 



C.E.P.A. EVENT SCHEDULE 2022 

PLEASE NOTE: LOCATION & TIME 

NEW MEMBERS  

Matt Souza          Dinah Spadoni                          

Andrew Hyndman    Michael Bova                  

Ursula Poole                          

Welcome—happy to have you with us! 

2022 0FFICERS, DIRECTORS, COMMITTEE CHAIRS  

PRESIDENT  Michael Baraz  630-781-8890 

   Michael@baraz.us                                    

VICE PRESIDENT Vacant     

SECRETARY  Warren Bruhl  847-867-2919 

   dc4kids@aol.com 

TREASURER  Rob Mark  847-644-1575 

   rmark@commavia.com 

 BOOKKEEPER Madeleine Monaco 847-431-1847 

                   99mjm@sbcglobal.net 

DIRECTORS  Sebastian Koziura 847-757-6171  

      sebastiankoziura@hotmail.com                 

    Madeleine Monaco   847-431-1847   

   99mjm@sbcglobal.net 

   Dave Montgomery 708-267-3095 

   Dav.montgomery@gmail.com 

   Barry Moore  224-420-6880 

   Barry_dxb@yahoo.com 

   Rusty Stevens  847-910-2789 

   cd987rusty@aol.com                                     
                                     

AIRPORT SUPPORT NETWORK REP 

   Rogers Faden  847-312-8805 
   Rogers.faden@gmail.com 

SCHOLARSHIP S Jason Simpson  773-842-5088
   jwsimpson971@gmail.com 

BYLAWS/LEGAL Larry Kream  312-419-9100 
   lkream@kreamlaw.com 

MEMBERSHIP  David Montgomery 708-267-3095    
   Dav.montgomery@gmail.com 

SAFETY/PROGRAMS Barry Moore   224-420-6880  
   Barry_dxb@yahoo.com                        
   Rob Mark    847-644-1575  
   rmark@commavia.com 

AVIATION HALL FAME Madeleine Monaco              847-431-1847 
                              99mjm@sbcglobal.net                          
   Rogers Faden  847-312-8805  
                              rogers.faden@gmail.com 

FLY OUTS  Dave Montgomery 708-267-3095   
                              dav.montgomery@gmail.com                

PR/SOCIAL MEDIA Rob Mark  847-644-1575
   rmark@commavia.com  
                                                                                         
WEBMASTER  Michael Baraz  630-781-8890
   papa@pwkpilots.org 

NEWSLETTER MGR Madeleine Monaco   847-431-1847
   99mjm@sbcglobal.net 

 AD SALES Rusty Stevens  847-910-2789
   cd987rusty@aol.com 
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Chicago Executive Pilots’ Association Newsletter is published monthly  This organization was formed in 1986 as a forum for the users of Chicago 

Executive Airport  (formerly Palwaukee) and as a conduit for information from the users to the governing body and from the governing body to the 

users.  Our mission is to promote the safety of operations and continued development of Chicago Executive Airport in a fraternal environment with 

the pilots, users and community.  Membership is open to users of Chicago Executive Airport who support the goals and objectives as stated in the 

bylaws. Dues are $40.00 annually and include newsletter.  

Letters to the Editor, feedback, concerns or questions and any articles submitted must be received by the 20th of the month. Submissions will be 
printed on a space available basis and may be edited for style, length and appropriate content.  Send text as a Microsoft Word file attached to an 
email to editor@pwkpilots.org.  Please make prior arrangement with the editor for any files not electronically transmitted,  

        CHICAGO EXECUTIVE PILOTS ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER  1005 S WOLF ROAD  STE 106    WHEELING, IL 60090-6408 

 BOARD MTG  ATLANTIC AV CONF ROOM  

 IMC CLUB        CEFS 1098 MWK   

 SAFETY MTG     CROWNE PLAZA  

4-04 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

4-27 Safety Mtg Rob Mark Crowne Plaza 7p 

4-30 Flyout  KAZO   

5-02 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

5-14 Flyout  KBIV (w/99s)  

5-25 IMC Club  Rod Rakic or 1098 Bldg 7p 

6-04 Flyout  KBTL   

6-06 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

6-22 Safety Mtg Max Trescott Crowne Plaza 7p 

7-09 Flyout  KEYE   

7-11 Board Mtg -  Atlantic 7p 

7-13 Hangar Prty Scholarships TBD 7p 

8-01 No Board    

8-06 Flyout  6Y3   

8-20 Flyout  IA23  

8-24 Safety Mtg Tom Turner - Crowne Plaza 7p 

9-10 Flyout  KOSH   

9-12 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

9-28 IMC Club Rob Mark 1098 Bldg 7p 

10-03 Board Meet-  Atlantic 7p 

 Flyout  Astronomy  

10-26 AOPA Kyle Lewis Crowne Plaza 7p 

11-07 Board Mtg  Atlantic 7p 

11-09 Annual MB Crowne Plaza 7p 

 Dec No Board    

12-14 Holiday Prty  TBD  
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CHICAGO EXECUTIVE PILOTS  

FLY MARKET                             
Classified Ads 

 

1/3 SHARE OF A CIRRUS SR22T FOR SALE 

based at PWK. INTERESTED?  contact seller 

Blake Konrardy, blake.konrardy@gmail.com,      

630-991-6711 

 

 

      WHAT’S UP DOC? ASK THE AME  

Dr. Sydney Schneidman is a Senior Aviation Medical 

Examiner with HIMS certification. He has a Cardinal 

at PWK and has been a CEPA member for several 

years. He’s active with CAP, practices Emergency 

Medicine, and Aviation Medicine. He  is willing to  

answer any member’s questions about FAA medical 

certification, alcohol issues, or anti-depressants, a 

difficult group of medications to deal with for the FAA. 

Email him with questions or concerns at sschneid-

man@gmail.com.                                                                                   

                                                                                                                   

Disclaimer: Although Dr. Schneidman is a long time CEPA member and 

supporter, he is offering these services independently of CEPA, and not     

as a CEPA AME. 

 

Members can advertise here (non business) FREE 

 2022 CEPA FLYOUT SCHEDULE  

April 30 Saturday Kalamazoo Air Zoo tour and lunch. Arrive on the ramp at KAZO by 11:00 am 

May 14  Saturday Holland Michigan Tulip Festival (in conjunction with the 99s) 

June 4  Saturday Battle Creek, MI Breakfast and WACO factory tour 

July 9  Saturday Eagle Creek (Indianapolis)  Flyout lunch 

July 25-31  Mon-Sun Airventure- Oshkosh 

August 6-7  Sat-Sun North Fox Island, Michigan (overnight for Perseid meteor shower) 

August 20        Saturday Abel Island Fly in 2600 ft grass strip on an island in the Mississippi River 

September 10  Saturday EAA Museum tour, then lunch at Fox River Brewing 

October  ??-?? Sat-Sun (If held) Havana, Illinois  Astronomy night (overnight, in conjunction with 

    The RAF and  University of Illinois Astronomy  

Contact Dave Montgomery with questions at 708-267-3095 or dav.montgomery@gmail.com 

THIS MONTH—MUSEUM TOUR AND LUNCH AT KAZO  AIR ZOO  SEE PAGE  4  FOR DETAILS 

SEE YOU ON SATURDAY MARCH 26, 2022 AT 11:00 AM       

mailto:blake.konrardy@gmail.com
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MARCH 23 Program Postflight Briefing    
 

Our March IMC Club moderator was local CFI Tim Miller.    
 
On March 23rd at 7 pm, he led us through what happens on a                                                                       
perfectly normal VFR night flight from an airport in Wyoming to                                                                    
Rapid City, South Dakota and return. Unforecast snow is the                                                                      
problem—we discussed the possible solutions.                                                                                                   
 
The audience of approximately 25 pilots actively participated in                                                                               
the conversation and shared ideas.  Join us next time—we learn   
by sharing, thinking out loud, and working through the situation together.  No judging.                

 

 

 

April 27 Program Preflight Briefing    

CEPA SAFETY PROGRAM 

VFR into IMC - How to avoid a loss of control - Rob Mark 
 

Ever flown VFR into IMC? How would you escape and remain in control? 
 

Wednesday April 27, 2022 at 19:00 Central Daylight Time 
  

Crowne Plaza Hotel - Northbrook 
2875 North Milwaukee Ave 

Northbrook, IL 60062 
 

Join us at the Northbrook Crowne Plaza when the Chicago Executive Pilot’s Association presents a safety session 
and considers the best ways to avoid loss of control accidents that begin when VFR pilots unexpectedly encounter 
IMC weather. Our presenter this month is long-time PWK instrument instructor and award-winning journalist Rob 
Mark.  Rob’s vast knowledge and experience has earned him entry to the Illinois Aviation Hall of Fame.  You have 
heard him on EAA Radio, seen him on Fox TV, read him in Flying Magazine—now come and see him in person. 

 
 

  CEPA Flyout                                                                      Saturday, April 30, 2022 
 

Air Zoo Museum at KAZO (Kalamazoo, Mi) 
 

Pilots interested in joining the group for a fly out tour and lunch to Air Zoo at  KAZO should arrive prior to 11 
am on the ramp at the Flight Discovery Center and meet in their Restoration Building. Dan Brant, Assistant 
Aircraft Restoration Manager, will show and tell us about three restorations they have underway, including 
a FM-2 Wildcat, the world's only remains Douglas Dauntless SBD-1, and an F117 Nighthawk. 
 

Then we’ll take a short walk over to the Flight Innovation Center , eat at the restaurant there, then tour that 
part of the Museum. 

  

There are no ramp fees and there is self-serve fuel at KAZO. There are admission fees to the Museum, with 
discounts for Seniors, Vets, and Children. 

  

Please call, text, or email me if you plan to attend or have questions. If you are interested in attending, but 
need a ride up, please contact me, as well, and I’ll try to make suitable arrangements for you. 
   
   
  

Dave Montgomery 

Membership and Flyout Coordinator    
Chicago Executive Pilots Association 
Dav.montgomery@yahoo.com     708-267-3095 
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ARE YOU A POLITE PILOT?   A POLITE PASSENGER? 

 

ETIQUETTE  (noun)  the customary code of polite behavior in society or among members of a particular   
profession or group 

 

NETIQUETTE  (noun)  a combination of the words network and etiquette defined as a set of rules for         
acceptable online behavior 

 

AVIETIQUETTE  (noun)  a lighthearted definition for the unknowing person who finds him/herself riding in  
another’s airplane. (not instructing)   

 

Most of us understand “pilot in command” as the ultimate authority for the conduct of any flight, but there are 
rules for polite behavior that can enhance the safety and effectiveness of that flight, along with the pleasure 
that results. 

Let’s think for a moment about early cockpit learning – the new student pilot is taught by the CFI how and 
when to touch the knobs, gages, switches and other gadgets on the panel. Once that student is a Private   
Pilot, no one, not even a more experienced or higher ranking pilot should touch those panel items without  
prior permission.  (maybe the seat belt and door in an emergency) 

So rule number 1 is  - DON’T TOUCH! 

 

Then there’s the group flight for social gatherings and meals.  If you own a plane – you offer a seat.  What are 
your expectations?  Do you want your passenger to buy their own lunch – I expect that’s the case.  Do you 
want them to buy yours?  You can say “I’ll fly and you buy” or some hint like that.  Do you want to have help 
with expenses?  Check the FARS for sure. 

How about a fly out to a more remote location, or at night, or somewhere with no services?   Here’s some-
thing you may not have considered.  Flying is an independent person’s avocation.  A self-starter flies.  A      
do-it-yourself person flies.  A person comfortable on their own flies.  So what happens when everyone takes 
off and you can’t?   Not good.   

More than once I have heard that the last plane to take off on the flight home has had maintenance issues.    
If the pilot does not know there will be trouble, they won’t think to ask you to wait around until they start.      
But they sure could use a hand, or an empty seat in your plane if they can’t depart for home.   

So rule number 2 is - DON’T TAKE OFF WITHOUT CONFIRMATION THAT EVERYONE IN YOUR GROUP 
HAS ACCOMPLISHED ENGINE START! 
 

Human nature being what it is, we may encounter the occasional passenger who won’t tell us that they are   
in distress.  Imagine an IFR Flight with a passenger who needs to relieve themselves.  Or a flight on a very 
bumpy day (their version of bumpy not yours) with a passenger who becomes queasy.  Try to cover these 
possibilities before takeoff.  Talk to each other about the possibility (or impossibility) of an enroute stop.      
Advise the location of any sick sack or substitute item before its too late to find it and hand it over.  This one 
brings us to rule number 3 - THE ONE WHO MAKES THE MESS CLEANS THE AIRPLANE.   
 

The best flights are the ones where you, your passengers and the other pilots in your group all feel safe and 
comfortable.   

Set the parameters in advance.  Don’t assume anyone else knows what you want or 
need.  Talk about when your passengers can speak to you and how you will let them 
know you can’t answer right away.  Don’t expect a CFI to tell you what to do unless you 
establish that in advance.   

Even experienced pilots need to review the etiquette involved, so think about these 
things next time – and be sure to let us know what other Avietiquette you expect! 
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Experimental planes range significantly in how much time and effort to create one. They generally fall into two cate-
gories: plans and kits. 
 

The most basic approach begins with the buyer getting only a set of plans and specifications. You have to provision all 
the raw materials and assemble a workshop full of tools without much guidance. Not for the first-time builder who 
doesn’t have a great support system. 

 

Next are the varieties of kits. Kits range from plans with basic materials to build the airframe to partially assembled    
fast-build kits with everything included. The basic kit with a CD and a truckful of cartons and crates with sheet metal, 
boxes of rivets, lengths of alloy tubing, etc., averting us from finding the 50-100 places where you might need to go find 
the necessary materials and parts. Zenith, Vans, Lancair, and others, have sold a lot of “kits” of this sort. My friend has 
been building a Zenith CH601 for the last 20 years. For a while had dedicated his living room to a workshop. Twenty 
years building, zero hours flying. He eventually bought a flying CH750, hopefully, he will finish the project plane.  
 

Continuing to the next level up of a plane made to be built within a lifetime is the kit where there are parts pre-cut. 
Some kits take it further with parts pre-drilled where they correctly align with other parts ready to rivet together. These 
kits get down toward the 2,000-hour range. 

 

Progressing to EAB airplanes that can eventually actually be flown, there are kits available with “fast-build” options 
where assemblies of varying numbers of parts are factory built. But, 14 CFR 21.191 says there are limits as to how far 
these time-saving pre-constructed assemblies can go. There is the “Major Portion Rule,” which is the FAA’s  require-
ment that the builder completes 51% of the fabrication tasks and “solely for their own education or recreation.” It should 
be pointed out that the Major Portion Rule excludes forward of the firewall, avionics, interior, etc. Kit makers have care-
fully created their kits to meet the 49% maximum, including the fast-build options, to get you the most complete set of 
parts out of the box. The FAA has approved some kits as meeting the 51% rule. Aircraft with molded composite parts 
can appreciably reduce the number of tasks that the builder must accomplish to achieve the rule. Some kit makers 
claim their aircraft with the fast-build kits can be built in three weeks at their factory with their builder assist programs, 
but it is more likely going to be considerably more time for most projects.  

 

I hear you thinking, you want to hire an expert to put yours together. That can be done. There are aircraft on the market 
advertising that they were made by a “professional builder,” though, again, the letter of the law says it must be “fabri-
cated and assembled by persons who undertook the construction project solely for their own education or recreation.” 
However, a legitimate accelerator may be provided by kit makers who offer builder assist programs either directly or 
through third parties at your build site or in their factories. 

 

To build a decent airplane, you will need to enjoy the process. It can be very rewarding. Some folks are wired that way, 
some aren't. And, aside from skills and desire, you must have the patience to do it right. If you rush the project in your 
eagerness to fly, you will build, at best, a 49th percentile airplane. There are some great “projects” that started and 
stalled; you can pick one of these up in various stages of completion, often below cost, and finish it.   If you complete the 
project and 51% is accomplished by you and any previous builder(s), you will be eligible for a “repairmen’s certification,” 
which gives you similar authority to an A&P IA to sign off your own “annual condition inspection,” the EAB equivalent to 
an annual inspection; if not, any A&P can sign it off. Either way, you can still do all of your own maintenance.   

 

Now I hear you thinking again, you want a full-sized go-places airplane, not one of those itty-bitty one-seat Sonex. Well, 
there are E-AB kits with six seats, pressurized, 1,200 horsepower turbines that will cruise over 330 KTAS at FL340 for 
more than 1,500 nm and 2,800 pounds useful load. Hint: it won’t be the one to choose for cheap flying, but it does com-
pare favorably to a TBM. And in the middle, there are a number of very sexy airplanes in the market that are similar in 
capabilities to Bonanzas, Arrows, Skyhawks, some twin-engine aircraft. On average, they are modern, reliable, afforda-
ble, and almost always newer than the 30-50 year-old certified planes. 

 

So, aside from the savings on the asset, releasing you from the shackles of Part 43 pilot allowed maintenance and the 
subsequent shop costs, there are some substantial savings on much of the equipment. A trivial example is wingtip 
lights. For E-AB planes, navigation and strobe combo lights are $550, a similar model for certified planes is around 
$1,000. 
 

E-ABs are an option for more people than they realize. There are a ton of options, whether you buy or build. You can 
find more information about kit planes in this article at Flying Magazine; and when you get serious, Kitplane.com. When 
you go to the Pilot Haj at Oshkosh this year, take a look around, that event was started by the EAB community to learn, 
share, and show amazing aircraft; the rest of us are just a happy add-on. 
 

I love my Mooney but I keep looking at the Lancair IV with lust, thinking maybe. They are amazing aircraft and fit my 
mission profile nicely. I would have a lot many times more options and much better prices for upgrades. 
 

Thanks to Ken Swain for providing the inspiration and the background information for this column. He built a VariEze 
and bought and flies a Defiant twin-engine. He and I have been talking about this topic for a long, long time ..   

 

What do you think of E-AB planes? Could you see yourself in one? Let me know at President@PWKpilots.org.  

SHIFT LEFT  -continued from page 1 

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-14/chapter-I/subchapter-C/part-21#21.191
https://www.flyingmag.com/why-you-might-want-to-buy-used-homebuilt/
https://www.kitplanes.com/
http://www.varieze.net/
https://www.planeandpilotmag.com/article/rutan-defiant/
mailto:President@PWKpilots.org


DID YOU KNOW this about CEPA ????? 

Our organization has a AOPA Airport Support Network Rep, Rogers Faden. Rogers 
also serves as liaison from CEPA to the CEA Management for all pilots and users.  He 
attends most airport meetings and reports to the CEPA Board of the content and future 
plans.   Some notes from the recent meeting: 

Projects planned - 
 

RTR antenna project underway to replace cable running from the tower to antenna near SW Ts 
Pavement repair and marking will occur in June 
New Hangars for Hawthorne and Signature will be constructed North and West of the C Pad off 
Tower road beginning mid 2022. 
The sewer update and airport lighting projects will be postponed until 2023 due to supply issues. 
 

Run the Runway is scheduled for June 25th and will include fireworks and concert in the evening. 
 

GPS and Tower communications interference experienced over the summer and fall have been resolved. The cause 
was a jammer being operated north of the field. The person responsible has been apprehended by the FBI.   If you    
experience any issues that may be 5G related, report to the tower or PWK ATCT (847) 229-6000. 
 

Hot Spot 3 has been resolved and removed from the airport diagram. 
 
You (and any interested user) can receive emailed meeting reminders, copies of approved minutes and announcements 
from airport management by requesting that service from the airport office. 
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Scholarships available   
 
 
FUNDING THE FUTURE OF AVIATION 
 

More than 30 years ago, when we envisioned the best we could do to 
make aviation at Palwaukee Airport great, we planned and charted the 
course for a tax deductible, self-sustaining scholarship.  That began the 
corporation that is the PAPA Safety and Scholarship Foundation.  

  

It was designed and incorporated with bylaws that govern the use of its funds as follows:  each year, the total 
of donations given and funds raised will be divided by two and that sum shall be added to the interest earned 
to make up the amount to be given the next year.  The officers and directors from time to time have agreed to 
handle funds raised from another source and directed to us for scholarships.  And on occasion someone has 
donated a full $1000 (or more) to be given to a winner in the next year (not half given and half invested).  We 
have rounded up, or slightly down to give a reasonable amount to one of our winners. 

 

The applicants must live in Illinois and attend an Illinois institution of higher learning in any aviation program 
(flight, ATC, A&P, management, etc).  They must show good grades, financial need, letters of recommenda-
tion and the dedication to finish their education and reach their goals. 

 

We have had some major donors, who have repeatedly given $500 or $1000 to support the students. The big-
gest impact is made by some single donor who believes in the Fund and the need to keep educating aviation 
professionals. But we also appreciate your smaller donations.  

 

Will you add to our fund this year? and maybe on an ongoing basis?  Perhaps you would like to honor a loved 
one or personal hero? We will award a scholarship in that person’s name. There are students struggling to 
fund aviation education who will benefit.  $25.00 is welcome, as is $250.00, or $2,500.00, or $25,000.00  :-) 
 

This is a tax deductible fund.  You will receive an acknowledgment for your tax preparations.  Our fund has 
grown and is healthy, but we need and want to leave it better than it is now so that more can be helped.  

  

WILL YOU SUPPORT AN AVIATION STUDENT?   
  Please mail in your donation   Or go to our website   
   CEPA      http://www.pwkpilots.org and donate 
   1005 S Wolf Rd Ste 106 
   Wheeling, IL  60090   
 

Invest in aviation!!! 
 

Matching funds will be available during 2022 for scholarship donations received via our                               
50/50 raffle proceeds and also for new members who donate with their first membership fee.  

 

http://www.pwkpilots.org/


 

 

 

 

1005 S WOLF ROAD  SUITE 106 

WHEELING  IL  60090-6408  

 

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APRIL 27, 2022      7:00 PM 

SAFETY PROGRAM MEETING   

ROB MARK, SPEAKER 

CROWNE PLAZA NORTHBROOK     

FLY OUT  APRIL 30, KALAMAZOO AIR ZOO                                                                                         
PRIVATE MUSEUM TOUR FOLLOWED BY LUNCH 

FLY OUT MAY 14 TO THE TULIP FESTIVAL                                                                                                                
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE CHICAGO 99s 

SAVE THE DATE, WEDNESDAY MAY 25, 2022  7:00 PM   
 

IMC CLUB    CHICAGO EXECUTIVE FLIGHT SCHOOL CLASSROOM                                                                                                                             

1098 MILWAUKEE AVE  
 

SEE MAY NEWSLETTER FOR DETAILS 
  


